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---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Declaration of G8 Summit Pulling up DPRK
over Satellite Launch Refuted
Pyongyang, May 22 (KCNA) -- A spokesman for the DPRK Foreign
Ministry gave the following answer to the question put by KCNA slamming
the declaration of the G8 Summit for finding fault with the DPRK:
We decisively denounce and totally reject the declaration of the summit
held in the U.S. recently which unreasonably pulled up the DPRK over its
satellite launch for peaceful purposes and nuclear deterrence for selfdefence.
Absolutely intolerable is G8's reckless political provocation to violate the
sacred sovereignty of the DPRK steeped in the bad habit of supporting the
U.S. hostile policy towards the DPRK in disregard of justice and truth.
We will bravely frustrate all the obstructions of the hostile forces and
continue legitimately exercising our sovereign right to launch satellites to
meet the indispensable requirements for building an economic power.
We had access to nuclear deterrence for self-defence because of the
hostile policy of the U.S. to stifle the DPRK by force and we will expand and
bolster it nonstop as long as this hostile policy goes on.
There is still the way for settling the nuclear issue of the Korean Peninsula
peacefully through dialogue and negotiations, but this will never be paved
unless the U.S. rolls up its hostile policy towards the DPRK in practice.
Several weeks ago, we informed the U.S. side of the fact that we are
restraining ourselves in real actions though we are no longer bound to the
February 29 DPRK-U.S. agreement, taking the concerns voiced by the U.S.
into consideration for the purpose of ensuring the peace and stability of the
Korean Peninsula necessary for focusing every effort on the peaceful
development.
From the beginning, we did not envisage such a military measure as a
nuclear test as we planned to launch a scientific and technical satellite for
peaceful purposes.

There is a saying "he that lives ill, fear follows him." The U.S. which
spearheaded such an illegal action as pulling up the DPRK over its launch of
a satellite for peaceful purposes is talking about what it called "nuclear test"
in a bid to incite confrontation.
If the U.S. persists in its moves to ratchet up sanctions and pressure upon
us despite our peace-loving efforts, we will be left with no option but to take
counter-measures for self-defence

